Knotting of DNA caused by a genetic rearrangement. Evidence for a nucleosome-like structure in site-specific recombination of bacteriophage lambda.
Intramolecular recombination between two attachment sites on a circular substrate can invert one segment of the circle with respect to the other. We have studied the topological form of the products of such site-specific inversion as a function of two parameters of the substrate circle: the degree of supercoiling and the distance between the recombining sites. For both integrative and excisive recombination, supercoiled substrates produced knotted recombinants; the complexity of the knots reflects the distance separating the sites. This confirms and extends earlier observations and supports the hypothesis that random interwrapping of segments of the double-helical substrate persists during recombination. For integrative recombination, we find that even at conditions that should limit random interwrapping, absence of supercoiling and very short separation between attachment sites, only about one-half of the recombinant products are simple circles and the rest are knotted. Under the same conditions, excisive recombination yields only simple circular inverted recombinants. We propose that the excess knotting that characterizes integrative recombination reflects the requirement for wrapping of one attachment site, presumably attP, into a nucleosome-like structure. This hypothesis accounts for both the frequency of knots and the observation that the extra knots are trefoils rather than more complex forms.